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Introduction
     Step from finite to infinite tube length in the modern light microscopes has been carried out
by various firms which make microscopes, on miscellaneous. It concerns technical and
technological aspects which influence technical and consumer characteristics of microscopes. At
step from finite tube length to "infinite" firms - manufacturers have accepted various values of a
focal length tube focusing system [1].
     Thus  the  choice  of  parametrical  lines  of  focal  lengths  of  objectives  shows  the  technical
concept of manufacturer of a modern light microscope. In our opinion, not all manufacturers of
microscopes have chosen optimum value of a focal length of tube focusing system. At the same
time, the optimality of design decisions can become determining for the end user at a choice of
model of this or that manufacturer.

1. Advantages of infinite tube length.
Certainly, we discuss about optical length of a tube. At calculation of the infinite optical

layout of a microscope it can be used one or the several focusing tube systems which should
build the image after the parallel beams leaving an objective. Obvious advantages of infinite tube
length is adaptation in parallel beams afocal optical components without high quality loss of the
image. It can be various plates, wedges, special contrast and conoscopy systems. In more
comprehensive sense there is opportunity of a free complete set of microscopes in optics -
mechanical units and predictability of technical result at such complete set [2]. In this work
differences of optical system for finite and infinite length of a tube are shown. If microscope has
finite tube, parameters «h, S, L» (the parfocal distance of objective, a back length piece, distance
from object up to image) are dependent from each other. It leads to make of precisely tolerances
at manufacturing optical and mechanical details of a microscope.

But even performance of technology requirements does not guarantee high quality stability of
the optical image at using microscope. In system of infinite tube length the researched object
settles down exact in a forward focal plane of a microobjective, the image is projected exact in a
plane of back focus tube lens. At manufacturing such microscope tolerances for details can be
considerably expanded, as parameters «h, S, L» are not dependent from each other. The system
keeps factory adjustment at using of a microscope.

2. Mistakes at step to infinite tube length
In designing modern microscopes the opinion of the person which will use this device was not

always taken into account. Dimensional and consumer characteristics of old microscopes have
been scientifically proved. The conceptual decision of finite tube length has a long history, is
checked up and is habitual for several generations of users. The constructive decision of finite
tube length 160мм provided the best comfort and convenience in work. At construction of
microscopes with infinite tube length it is not always taken into account, that the user will not
agree to lose comfort and will not want to change the habits because manufacturers began to
build optical systems differently, than earlier. Users assess rather to microscopes with infinite
optical system. Real result of realization of the new decision - higher contrast and image
sharpness, high stability adjust at use of a microscope.

However, using demands to keep habitual for him dimensions, characteristics and consumer
properties of microscopes on infinity same as they were in microscopes for finite length of tube.
To satisfaction of these requirements of users is search of the effective constructive solution.
Such solution, namely a choice of a focal length tube systems with an equivalent focal length
equal 160мм, exists. It is used in Zeiss and LOMO microscopes. Unfortunately, other firms
which make microscopes have chosen other values. In Olympus microscopes the system is
180mm, Leica use 200mm. Many other manufacturers of microscopes are compelled to choose
for themselves comprehensible values of equivalent focal length tube systems.

The given circumstance considerably complicates process of interchangeability of objectives
from various manufacturers, as standard linear magnification (in aggregate with tube system) are



provided with various parametrical numbers of focal lengths actually objectives. So, for
example, the objective with 100х magnification from Leica has own focal length 2.0мм whereas
the similar objective from Zeiss has own focal length 1.6мм.

The chosen parametrical line of objectives at the rate of a focal length tube systems
F’=160mm has obvious advantages. So, for example, such objectives have the greater angular

field. Besides there is original aggregating opportunity at manufacturing objectives for complete
set of microscopes of various manufacturers. The objective made under standard Zeiss (LOMO)
can be modernized for standards Olympus or Leica. Circuits of modernization are submitted in
the table.

Initial optical system of a
microobjective

 The modernized
optical system of a

microobjective

The description of actions and result

If as initial to take an objective designed
for finite length of a tube 160mm, and to
add in a design a meniscus, it is possible
to receive an objective for infinite length
of the tube, working with tube lens
F ’=160mm

If as initial to take an objective designed
for infinite length of the tube, working
with тубусной lens F ’ =160мм, "having
brought" to a design of an objective tube
lens, it is possible to receive an objective
for finite length of a tube 160mm
If as initial to take an objective designed
for infinite length of the tube, working
with tube lens
F ’=160mm to add in a design telescopic
system, it is possible to receive an
objective for infinite length of the tube,
working with tube lens F ’=180mm or F
’=200mm
If as initial to take an objective designed
for finite length of a tube 160mm, and to
add in a design a meniscus, telescopic
system, it is possible to receive an
objective for infinite length of the tube,
working with tube lens F ’=180mm or
F ’=200mm
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